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Three things today
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Topic 1

Topic 2

Topic 33
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Upcoming dates

• Monday, November 13 Choosing your document
 (Week 11 online response)

• Monday, November 20 Summary Write-Up 

• Monday, December 4 Annotated Bibliography 

• Monday, December 11 Analysis Write-Up

• Monday, December 25 Ultimate Deadline

§ No late papers or resubmissions for reversible 
deductions after this date

§ No exceptions

§ Any incompletes owing to personal emergencies must 
be mutually agreed before this date 
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Questions about whatever
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The Annotated Bibliography
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C. Annotated Bibliography
Use the Lehman library website to find three books or journal 
articles about your document or its context, and write a paragraph 
for each about why they would be useful.

• Go to the Lehman library website and find three books or journal articles that would be 
relevant and potentially useful if you were writing a research essay on your document or the 
time, place, and culture it comes from.

• For each book or article,

§ Get a sense of what this work talks about that’s relevant to your document.

§ Copy and paste a bibliography entry into your document.

§ Write a paragraph about what this book talks about and why it might be useful for researching 
your document.

Due date: Monday, December 4
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Steps in preparing the A.B.

Decide on relevant topics1

Find relevant books2

Create bibliography entries3

Add annotations4
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Decide on relevant topics1
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Choosing topics for further research
• The key individuals

• The context

• The event

• The text
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Find relevant resources2
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Platforms for digital research
• Lehman Library

https://www.lehman.edu/library/

• Google Scholar
https://scholar.google.com/

• New York Public Library
https://www.nypl.org/

• Worldcat
https://search.worldcat.org/
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Create bibliography entries3
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Why bibliographies?

A bibliography entry answers the question:

“Where can I find this exact book?”
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Author name Title Publisher Year
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Author name Article Title

Journal Volume and year Pages
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Add annotations4
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Why annotations?

A bibliography annotation answers the question:

“What part of the story does this book help to explain?”
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A typical annotation
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Annotations
• Are a critical assessment of the value of this work to your project

• Run a full paragraph (three or four sentences)

• Include specific topics covered that bear on the research subject

• A brief statement of the work’s potential value 

§ What part of the research subject this book helps explain or shed light on

§ Potential limitations or problems
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